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Hominin Cultural Evolution: Pattern and Process over 4 Million Years

Human cultural evolution has been occurring for more than 3.5 million years. Culturally-modern, human brains only evolved from about 70,000 years ago. The material component of the preceding cultural behaviour such as camping sites, stone tools, fire, colour and burial combined with motor action was the milieu in which modern human behaviour evolved. Therefore, a theory of cultural evolution predominantly concerns behaviour other than modern human cognition and speech – and must also encompass those recent characteristics. The fundamental dynamic of cultural evolution is the role of durable material as a set of signals enduring far longer than either sounds or the signals derived from actions. Materiality, once introduced into hominin behaviour, became a milieu acting as a selective agent with long term impact. Out of that selective milieu evolved the triadic signalling suite - fundamental to modern human behaviour - of materiality, active behaviour and sound transmission with inherent non-correspondence between rates of signal replication.